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We show that, at ﬁnite weak mixing angle the sphaleron solution of Weinberg–Salam theory can be
endowed with angular momentum proportional to the electric charge. Carrying baryon number 1/2 these
sphalerons with spin and charge may contribute to baryon number violating processes.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
Like magnetic monopoles, sphalerons arise as classical solutions
in theories which undergo spontaneous symmetry breaking. The
Higgs ﬁeld then deﬁnes a map from the two-sphere at inﬁnity to
the vacuum manifold, associated with the symmetry breaking. But
while this mapping is non-trivial for monopoles, it is trivial for
sphalerons. Consequently, lacking a conserved topological charge,
sphalerons represent unstable solutions associated in a semiclassi-
cal approximation not with particles but with transition rates.
In the standard model the electroweak sector gives rise to
sphalerons [1–3]. The static sphaleron solution of Weinberg–Salam
theory represents the top of the energy barrier between topolog-
ically inequivalent vacua. Since the standard model does not ab-
solutely conserve baryon number [4], at ﬁnite temperature baryon
number violating processes can arise because of thermal ﬂuctu-
ations of the ﬁelds large enough to overcome the energy barrier
between distinct vacua. The rate for baryon number violating pro-
cesses is then largely determined by a Boltzmann factor, contain-
ing the height of the barrier at a given temperature [5–8]. The
sphaleron itself carries baryon number Q B = 1/2 [2].
At ﬁnite weak mixing angle the static electroweak sphaleron
possesses a large magnetic moment but does not carry electric
charge. Adding electric charge to the conﬁguration should lead to
a non-vanishing Poynting vector and thus a ﬁnite angular momen-
tum density of the system, and consequently give rise to a branch
of spinning electrically charged sphalerons. Carrying non-vanishing
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Open access under CC BY license. baryon number as well, these conﬁgurations would then also en-
tail baryon number violating processes.
Here we explicitly construct this branch of spinning elec-
trically charged sphalerons, and study the dependence on the
weak mixing angle. We show that the angular momentum and
the electric charge of the solutions are proportional [9]. Elec-
troweak sphalerons thus present the ﬁrst spinning conﬁguration,
based on non-Abelian gauge ﬁelds, which corresponds to a sin-
gle localized lump. Previously, only composite conﬁgurations such
as monopole–antimonopole pairs were known to rotate [10,11],
whereas magnetic monopoles or dyons were shown to exclude
slow rotation [12,13].
In Section 2 we present the action, the Ansatz and the bound-
ary conditions. In Section 3 we consider the relevant physical prop-
erties and, in particular, derive the linear relation between angular
momentum and electric charge. We present and discuss the nu-
merical results in Section 4.
2. Action and Ansatz
We consider the bosonic sector of Weinberg–Salam theory
L = −1
2
Tr
(
Fμν F
μν
)− 1
4
fμν f
μν − (DμΦ)†
(
DμΦ
)
− λ
(
Φ†Φ − v
2
2
)2
(1)
with su(2) ﬁeld strength tensor
Fμν = ∂μVν − ∂νVμ + ig[Vμ, Vν ], (2)
su(2) gauge potential Vμ = V aμτa/2, u(1) ﬁeld strength tensor
fμν = ∂μAν − ∂ν Aμ, (3)
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DμΦ =
(
∂μ + igVμ + i g
′
2
Aμ
)
Φ, (4)
where g and g′ denote the SU(2) and U (1) gauge coupling con-
stants, respectively, λ denotes the strength of the Higgs self-
interaction and v the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs ﬁeld.
The gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken due to the non-
vanishing vacuum expectation value of the Higgs ﬁeld
〈Φ〉 = v√
2
(
0
1
)
, (5)
leading to the boson masses
MW = 1
2
gv, MZ = 1
2
√(
g2 + g′2)v, MH = v√2λ. (6)
tan θw = g′/g determines the weak mixing angle θw, deﬁning the
electric charge e = g sin θw. We also denote the weak ﬁne structure
constant αW = g2/4π .
To obtain stationary rotating solutions of the bosonic sector of
Weinberg–Salam theory, we employ the time-independent axially
symmetric Ansatz
Vμ dx
μ =
(
B1
τr
2g
+ B2 τθ
2g
)
dt − sin θ
(
H3
τr
2g
+ H4 τθ
2g
)
dϕ
+
(
H1
r
dr + (1− H2)dθ
)
τϕ
2g
, (7)
Aμ dx
μ = (a1dt + a2 sin2 θ dϕ)/g′, (8)
and
Φ = iφ(cosψτr + sinψτθ ) v√
2
(
0
1
)
, (9)
where τr denotes the Cartesian product of the Pauli matrices
and the spherical unit vector er , etc. The ten functions B1, B2,
H1, . . . , H4, a1, a2, φ, and ψ depend on r and θ , only. With this
Ansatz the full set of ﬁeld equations reduces to a system of ten
coupled partial differential equations in the independent variables
r and θ . A residual U (1) gauge degree of freedom is ﬁxed by the
condition r∂r H1 − ∂θ H2 = 0 [3].
Requiring regularity and ﬁnite energy, we impose the boundary
conditions
r = 0: B1 sin θ + B2 cos θ = 0, ∂r(B1 cos θ − B2 sin θ) = 0,
H1 = H3 = H4 = 0, H2 = 1, ∂ra1 = 0, a2 = 0,
φ = 0, ∂rψ = 0,
r → ∞: B1 = γ cos θ, B2 = γ sin θ, H1 = H3 = 0, H2 = −1,
H4 = 2, a1 = γ , a2 = 0, φ = 1, ψ = 0,
where γ = const,
θ = 0: ∂θ B1 = 0, B2 = 0, H1 = H3 = 0, ∂θ H2 = ∂θ H4 = 0,
∂θa1 = ∂θa2 = 0, ∂θφ = 0, ψ = 0, (10)
where the latter hold also at θ = π/2, except for B1 = 0 and
∂θ B2 = 0.
3. Sphaleron properties
We now address the global charges of the sphaleron solution,
its mass, angular momentum, electric charge, and baryon num-
ber. The mass M and angular momentum J are deﬁned in termsof volume integrals of the respective components of the energy–
momentum tensor. The mass is obtained from
M = −
∫
T tt d
3r, (11)
while the angular momentum
J =
∫
T tϕ d
3r
=
∫ [
2Tr
(
F tμFϕμ
)+ f tμ fϕμ + 2(DtΦ)†(DϕΦ)]d3r (12)
can be reexpressed with help of the equations of motion and the
symmetry properties of the Ansatz [9,13,14] as a surface integral
at spatial inﬁnity
J =
∫
S2
{
2Tr
((
Vϕ − τz
2g
)
F rt
)
+
(
Aϕ − 1
g′
)
f rt
}
r2 sin θ dθ dϕ.
(13)
The power law fall-off of the U (1) ﬁeld of a charged solution al-
lows for a ﬁnite ﬂux integral at inﬁnity and thus a ﬁnite angular
momentum. Insertion of the asymptotic expansion for the U (1)
ﬁeld
a1 = γ − χ
r
+ O
(
1
r2
)
,
a2 = ζ
r
+ O
(
1
r2
)
, (14)
and of the analogous expansion for the SU(2) ﬁelds then yields for
the angular momentum
J
4π
= χ
g2
+ χ
g′2
= χ
g2 sin2 θw
= χ
e2
. (15)
The ﬁeld strength tensor Fμν of the electromagnetic ﬁeld Aμ ,
Aμ = sin θwV 3μ + cos θwAμ, (16)
as given in a gauge where the Higgs ﬁeld asymptotically tends to
Eq. (5), then deﬁnes the electric charge Q
Q =
∫
S2
∗Fθϕ dθ dϕ = 4π
{
sin θwχ
g
+ cos θwχ
g′
}
= 4π χ
e
, (17)
where the integral is evaluated at spatial inﬁnity. Comparison of
Eqs. (15) and (17) then yields a linear relation between the angular
momentum J and the electric charge Q
J = Q
e
. (18)
The magnetic moment μ is obtained from the asymptotic expan-
sion Eq. (14), analogously to the electric charge,
μ = 4πζ
e
. (19)
Addressing ﬁnally the baryon number Q B, its rate of change is
given by
dQ B
dt
=
∫
d3r ∂t j
0
B
=
∫
d3r
[
	∇ · 	jB + 1
32π2
μνρσ
{
g2 Tr(Fμν Fρσ )
+ 1 g′2 fμν fρσ
}]
. (20)
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Fig. 1. (a) The asymptotic value of the U (1) ﬁeld γ˜ = γ /gv and (b) the U (1) charge parameter χ versus the angular momentum J ( J0 = 4π/g2) for several values of the
mixing angle θw. The asterisk marks the extrapolated maximal value for J for θw = 0.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for (a) the mass M (M0 = 4π v/g) and (b) the magnetic moment μ (μ0 = e/αWMW)Starting at time t = −∞ at the vacuum with Q B = 0, one obtains
the baryon number of a sphaleron solution at time t = t0 [2],
Q B =
t0∫
−∞
dt
∫
S
	K · d	S +
∫
t=t0
d3r K 0, (21)
where the 	∇ · 	jB term is neglected, and the anomaly term is reex-
pressed in terms of the Chern–Simons current
Kμ = 1
16π2
εμνρσ
{
g2 Tr
(
FνρVσ − 2
3
igVνVρVσ
)
+ 1
2
g′2 fνρ Aσ
}
. (22)
In a gauge, where
Vμ → i
g
∂μUˆ Uˆ
†, Uˆ (∞) = 1, (23)
	K vanishes at inﬁnity. Subject to the above Ansatz and boundary
conditions the baryon charge of the sphaleron solution [15] is then
Q B =
∫
t=t0
d3r K 0 = 1
2
. (24)4. Results and discussion
We solve the set of ten coupled non-linear elliptic partial dif-
ferential equations numerically [16], subject to the above boundary
conditions in compactiﬁed dimensionless coordinates, x = r˜/(1+ r˜),
with r˜ = gvr.
In the following we restrict to MH = MW . Employing the phys-
ical value for the mixing angle θw, and increasing the asymp-
totic value of the U (1) ﬁeld γ˜ = γ /gv , a branch of rotating
charged sphalerons emerges smoothly from the static sphaleron.
The branch ends when a limiting value γ˜max is reached.1 Here
some of the gauge ﬁeld functions no longer decay exponentially,
precluding localized solutions for larger values of γ˜ . At γ˜max the
solution has maximal spin, charge and mass. The dependence of
the angular momentum J on γ is illustrated in Fig. 1. The ﬁg-
ure also demonstrates the linear relation (18) between the charge
Q and the angular momentum J . In Fig. 2 we exhibit the depen-
dence of the mass M and the magnetic moment μ on the angular
momentum J .
1 Assuming the exponent to arise from a combination of the non-Abelian inter-
action and mass term, a decay constant proportional to
√
1− 4γ˜ 2 should appear,
yielding γ˜max = 1/2. See also [20].
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now address the mixing angle dependence, varying θw in the range
0  θw  π/2. We recall that, as θw is increased, the mass of the
static sphaleron decreases, and its energy density, being spherical
at θw = 0, becomes increasingly prolate [17].
Choosing a ﬁxed value of θw beyond the physical value, the
respective branch of rotating charged solutions exhibits a slower
increase of angular momentum J with U (1) parameter γ , and thus
a smaller maximal value of J . In the limit θw → π/2, the relation
between J and γ becomes almost linear, as seen in Fig. 1, for
θw = 0.49π . Note, that the limit cannot be obtained numerically.
Let us now consider smaller values of θw, and in particular the
limit θw → 0. In this limit the sphaleron was expected not to ro-
tate [13]. The numerical data, as shown in Fig. 1, however indicate
the presence of a rotating branch of solutions in this limit. In fact,
for a given value of γ , the angular momentum increases with de-
creasing θw, assuming its largest value in the limit. The charge on
the other hand, decreases to zero in this limit, thus provoking the
question as to what then allows for the rotation?
Analysis then shows that the U (1) ﬁeld becomes trivial in the
limit θw → 0, except that a1 assumes a ﬁnite constant value,
a1 = γ . Thus γ enters the covariant derivative of the Higgs
ﬁeld, and provides non-trivial boundary conditions for the time-
component of the SU(2) gauge ﬁeld, thus giving rise to a non-
vanishing SU(2) Poynting vector and, consequently, angular mo-
mentum.
These limiting solutions can also be considered from an alterna-
tive point of view. Giving the Higgs ﬁeld a time-dependent phase,
as discussed in [18], γ enters as a frequency parameter, analogous
as in non-topological solitons. This permits an otherwise identical
set of solutions with the same γ -dependence of the angular mo-
mentum and the mass.
Let us next consider the effect of spin and charge on the en-
ergy density and thus the shape of the conﬁguration. The effect of
charge is to spread the energy density further out, while reducing
its central magnitude, as also seen in dyons, for instance. This ef-
fect is quite pronounced for large charge. On the other hand, the
expected effect of angular momentum, i.e., a relative centrifugal
ﬂattening of the shape of the energy density, is barely noticeable
even at maximal spin. In particular, for larger θw, the prolate de-
formation of the solutions is retained, and only marginally reduced
in the presence of rotation.
Let us ﬁnally consider the g-factor of the spinning sphalerons.
We observe from Fig. 2(b) that the magnetic moment has a ﬁnite
value in the static limit. Thus, in the deﬁnition of the g-factor one
should consider only the J -dependent part of the magnetic mo-
ment,
gJ = 2(μ − μ0)MQ J , μ0 = μ( J = 0). (25)Although the magnetic moment was obtained with high accuracy,
the accuracy for the difference μ − μ0 is less satisfactory, espe-
cially for small values of J . Qualitatively, the g-factor increases
with increasing angular momentum and mixing angle, taking val-
ues between 1.5 and 2.0.
Concluding, we have shown that the static electroweak sphale-
ron gives rise to a branch of rotating electrically charged solutions,
whose angular momentum and charge are proportional. Carrying
baryon number Q B = 1/2, they can be associated with baryon
number violating processes. Their presence may thus affect the
calculations of the generation of the baryon number asymmetry
of the universe within the standard model [5–7]. The inclusion of
rotation and charge in more general solutions of Weinberg–Salam
theory, such as multisphalerons or sphaleron–antisphaleron sys-
tems [19], is currently under study.
Non-perturbative spinning sphalerons were also studied in [20].
Further insight is expected from the study of the fermion
modes in the background of these solutions [21].
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